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Last year a second-generation SSRL-type thermionic
cathode rf gun was installed in the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) linac. This gun (referred to as “gun2”) has
been successfully commissioned and now serves as the
main injector for the APS linac, essentially replacing the
Koontz-type DC gun. To help ensure injector availabil-
ity, particularly with the advent of top-up mode opera-
tion at the APS, a second thermionic-cathode rf gun will
be installed in the APS linac to act as a hot-spare beam
source. The hot-spare installation includes several
unique design featur% including a &eP-orbit Panofsky-
style alpha magnet. Details of the hot-spare beamline
design and projected performance are presented, along
with some plans for future performance upgrades.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the coming months the APS Iinac will be supporting a
much broader range of uses than those for which it was
originally inten&d. It will be required to support not
only APS user operations with once-per-day fills, but
also to support storage-ring top-up mode operation [1]
and next-generation light source research such as the
APS low-energy undulator test line (LEUTL) project [2].

The LEUTL and other next-generation light source
experiments require low-emittance, high-charge single
bunches delivered to the end of the Iinacz and, as this is
in support of an experiment and not storage ring opera-
tions, injector availability is not as strong of a concern as
beam quality. The current injector of choice for LEUTL
operations, therefore, is a Brookhaven/SLAC-style pho-
toinjector rf gun using a copper cathode and a frequency
quadrupled Ndglass laser to generate the photoelectrons.
This injector is due for installation into the APS linac in
March ’99 and will take the place of the DC gun at the
head of the linac.

The removal of the DC gun would leave the APS Iinac
with only one high-availability injector, and W has
been deemed to be an unacceptable risk to APS opera-
tions. Therefore, a hot-spare injector, based on a fust-
generation SSRL-style thermionic cathode gun [3]
(“gunI”), has been installed into the APS Iinac to serve
as a backup injector.

This paper details the design requirements of the gunl
injector system, reviews the lattice design used for the
gunl injector, reports on fmt beam from gunl into the
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primary injectionsystemsof the tiS linac._ -

2 UPGRADE REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Portions of beamline available for injectors

The APS linac already has an injector located in-line
with the fxst 3-meter SLAC-type structure in the linac
line (presently a DC gun, to be replaced by the photo-
cathode gun in March ‘99). There is a 2.5-metm gap
between the fist and second Iinac sections of the APS
lim~ the gun2 injector alpha magnet is located ap-
proximately 1.4 meters upstream of the entrance to the
second linae section in the APS lime [4]. The only rea-
sonable location for a hot-spare injector would be in this
same gap between the fmt and second linac sections,
upstream of the gun2 injector alpha magnet. Other open
spaces along the APS linac would either interfere with
photocathode gun operation (if located upstream of the
first linac section) or would physically not fit into the
linac tunnel.

2.3 Required peq60rmance

Any backup injector for the APS will eventually be re-
quired to have the same performance “m the standard
injector in terms of APS operation: &livered charge to
the end of the APS linac, injection efficiency from the
linac into the rest of the APS injector system, and avail-
ability. It will not be required to serve as a backup or
alternate injector for experiments such as LEUTL, and
the sole criterion on beam quality is that it be “good
enough” to be accepted by the APS linac and down-
stream injection systems. These criteria should be easily
met by a fret-generation SSRL-style thermionic cathode
rf gun.

3 BEAMLINE DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION

As mentioned above, there are strict constraints on the
possible placement of a backup injector in the APS Iinac
line. In addition to fitting an injector into the allowed
space, other goals of the design process were to keep the
rf gun beamlines as similar as possible, to reduce re-
quirements on spare parts stores, and to reduce training
required for maintenance and operation.

The previously installed gun2 beamline is a fairly
standard thermionic-cathode rf gun beamline, using an
alpha magnet for bunch compression and for injecting
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13gure 1: Schematic layout of dipole and hypothetical tra-
jectories. Curvature is highly exaggerated for ckirity.

through the dipole and disprove our case. The backwards
trajectory that might best make it through the dipole is the
one that starts out with negative coordinate (negative means
inboard) at the last aperture and has a positive divergence
angle (outboard direction) such that it just makes it through
the first aperture. The dipole, of radius p = 39 m and length
LD = 3.06 Q is a distance L1 (see Figure 1) from the first
aperture. The apertures have widths WI and W2, and are
separated by distance L2. ‘l%ecoordinate of the trajectory
at the entrance of the dipole is Zt~~j = – wz + (LD+ .LI+
L2)(w2 + wl)/L2 – L~(2p). In both beamlhms, whose
aperture dimensions are shown in Table 1, the endpoint of
the trajectory coordinate is beyond the –43 mm vacuum
chamber limit.

Table 1: Photon aperture dimensions

Beamline I LllL21w~lw2 Xt~~j I
m mm mm mm

ID 0.765 11:31 22 36 -78
BM 0.865 16.300 13 66 –88

3 SINGLE DIPOLE COMPLETELY
SHORTING OUT

When a dipole is completely off, the injected beam can eas-
ily be extracted. The phase space of the injected beam with
a typicaI betatron oscillation can easily fit inside the photon
acceptance.

When a dipole is off, a beam cannot be stored. Though
this may seem obvious, the extremeclosed orbit created by
such a perturbation on the dipole can be calculated fkom the
standard formula z(s) = dz’~~ cos{ld(s) - #1)1-

w.} . 6z’ is thesameas the dipole bend angle m/40=
79 mrad. A Small VdUt?fOr&D Of 2 m is a COIISWVMh’O

choice, making the effect of the dipole perturbation small.
Using a typical value of ~=(s) =20 m for apertures around
the ring and discarding the coa term (since there are aper-
tures at aIl phases), we obtain a cIosed orbit distortion of
about 250 mm, compared to a horizontal aperture of 43
mm.

4 SINGLE DIPOLE PARTIALLY
SHORTING OUT

From the above, we have expIored only the two limiting
values of field strength error for a dipole. We expect that
stored beam will be possible for an FSE range of FSE~tir~
to O, and extraction of the injected beam will be possible
for an FSE range of –1 to FSE=t,. It is important for top-
up safety that the ranges do not overlap, i.e., FSEg~P =
FSE,,O,.d – FSEeti, >0.

The FSE limit for a stored beam, FSE~to,A, can be @.i-
mated from the formula for a closed orbit of a linear lattice
due to a point orbit kick, as used above. One obtains an ex-
pression for the maximum orbit kick allo~ed for a uniform
aperture Z.P around tie ring d~i~ =

*“
Using tbe

aperture of the vacuum chamber extrusion of 43 mm (the
other smaller apertures around the ring are ignored for sim-
plicity), then one gets a limiting kick angle of 6x’ = 14
mrad, which gives FSl&Or~d = —0.17.

The FSE limit for an injected beam is estimated approxi-
mately as follows. We consider only the trajectory centered
on the photon beam axis and assume a parabolic negative
trajectory through the whole length of the dipole. Tracking
backwards, one equates the trajectory of the limiting FSE

L2with the aperture of the dlpoltx zaP = —(1 + FSE) ~.
Using an aperture of 43 mm, we get FSE.Xt, = –0.61.

Comparing the two results above we see that FSEg,P =
FSE,~o,,d – FSE,Xt. >0.47, and therefore the ranges of
FSE for stored beam and extracted injected beam do not
overlap. To the extent that the assumptions of these com-
putations are correct, top-up injection is safe.

A better estimate of the FSE limit for an injected beam
involves detailed tracking [1]. The full acceptance of the
photon beamline and the unusual edge focusing due to the
beam exiting the side of the dipole are included, both of
which will weaken our case. However, particle tracking in-
cludes magnets and apertures upstream of the faulty dipole,
which strengthens our case. The differences of the tracking
simulation from our estimate roughly cancel out, giving a
value of FSE~Xtr = –0.60, which doesn’t change the con-
clusion.



4.1 E#ect of Orbit Correction Table 2 shows the estimated increased magnitude

Steering magnets between the injection point and the
FSE,tO,.d values, which range from the original -0.17 to
–0.29. Since FSEStor~tj =

shorted dipole will displace both the injeeted beam and the
–0.61, then we are still safe

for top-up injection. A different lattice may have different
stored beam within the same apertures, without chang”mg
the separation in phase space of the two beams. Though

original FSE,t,o,ed, in which case the possible FSE,tO.ed

the FSE limits for the extxacted injected beam and the
will scale with the original FSE~tOr~.

storedbeam mayvaryin auactual ring witl arbitrary steer-
ing between the injection point and the shorted dipole, the
quantity FSE~~P= FSE,t,o,eti– FSE,~, is notexpected
to change, and any conclusions obtained for an unsteered
beam are unchanged.

A steering magnet placed downstream of a shotid
dipole may partially compensate the error on the dipole
while leaving the extracted injected beam unchanged, since
the injected beam never sees the steering magnet. Thispos-
sibility will change FSESto,~ for the worse while leaving
FSE.fi. unchanged.

A possible source of steering is a regular horizontal
corector magne4 with a maximum kick for a 7-GeV beam
of 1.2 mrad, which is small compared to the FSE~tOred
angle equivalent of 14 mrad. The other possible sources
of such steering are quadruple and sextupole magnets
shorted in such a way that a strong dipole field is produced.
To be conservative, we use the peak field value the multi-
pole can produce when operating at maximum current of
the power supply. The maximum kick for a 7-GeV beam
produced by the sextuples and quadruples ranges from
24 to 71 mrad. This at first appears to be a serious problem
since the dipole field error couId apparently be compen-
sated to maintain a stored beam while the injected beam
gets extracted out of the dipole.

However, the betatron phase difference between the
dipoIe and the multiples works in our favor to impede the
ability of these shorted multipole elements to reduce the or-
bit distortion. ‘Ile length of the dipole itself serves to pro-
vide some phase advance separation that reduces the ability
of outside kicks to correct the orbit distortion produced by
the dipole. An approximate expression for the maximum
possible relative increase in FSE,to,ed tided by a steer-
ing element can be derived as follows. We start with the
closed orbit formula and simplify the expression by mak-
ing @z(s) constant and introducing one oscillatory term for
the shorted multipoledipole kick, &E~. Dropping common
factors, we get two oscillatory terms,

–FSE(7r/40) cos~(s) + 6z~ cos{~(s) – A@},

Table 2: Estimated increase of FSE$tO,ed

[ Dipole I Location I A@/27r I FSE~tO,ed I Az’ I
mad

end of dipole 0.16 –0.20 7
AS3 0.18 –0.19 6
A:(34 0.23 –0.17 2

5 INJECTION ENERGY ERROR

A higher energy beam injected into the SR will be de-
flected less by the dipoles, making it easier to extract
down a photon beamline. The positive relative energy er-
ror Ap/p in an injected beam will change the FSE~~ to
(1+ FSE,ti,) * (1 + Ap/p) -1.

The maximum energy output of the booster is 7.7 GeV.
Jn addition, we installed an interlock for the storage ring
main dipole current circuit that prevents top-up operation
below 6 GeV. Therefore, the largest possible energy error
is about 281%0.

Apertures also limit the energy error. There are one and
a half sectors between the injection bearrtline and the first
photon bearnline, which ensures that an off-energy beam
will experience a dkpersion trajectory through apertures.
The dispersion in the standard lattice is 188 mm at the 31-
mm crotch absorber aperture, giving a realistic limit to the
energy error of 16%.

The maximum Ap/p of 16% reduces the magnitude of
FSE.Xt, from –0.60 to –0.536, but does not change the
conclusion that top-up is safe. Using the 28% value for
Ap/p results in FSEex~, = –0.488, which again does not
change the conclusion.
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